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On June 10th 2009, Honda launched its fabulous Honda Jazz in the Indian auto market. The five
door car is sensational with its extraordinary appearance and massive space. Itâ€™s a premium
hatchback and is also the first small car from the Japanese auto maker in India. Using the tried and
tested Honda City platform, the auto major has done a superb job in designing Honda Jazz.
Boasting sporty outfit and attractive lines, Jazz is undoubtedly one of the most â€˜modernâ€™ cars with its
typical European looks. A facelifted version of this hefty car was launched on 18th August last year.

Powered by a 1.2L, 1198cc, 4-cylinder i-VTEC petrol engine, new Honda Jazz is able to churn
maximum power of 90 PS at 6200 rpm and ultimate torque of 110 Nm at 4800 rpm. This i-VTEC
(Variable Valve Timing with Electronic Lift Control) technology coupled with EFI (Electronic Fuel
Injection) is specifically designed to squeeze out maximum performance from the powertrain. The
Honda hatch is able to cover the 0-100 kmph slot in mere 11.2 seconds with top speed of 165 kmph.

Vibrant aerodynamic styling of Honda Jazz makes it dynamic and appealing in character. Adorable
exteriors of Honda Jazz boast of aggressive front chrome grille having new fog lamps & sharp
headlamps, body colored side moulding, corner protector, tail gate spoiler, 15 inch alloy wheels, tail
gate spoiler and ellipsoidal glass area.

New Honda Jazzâ€™s interiors are exhilarating and offer sumptuous of space and comfort along with an
exhaustive list of features. Ample of little spaces for cup holders and other cubby holes accentuate
the carâ€™s convenient options which also feature magazine pockets. Premium beige black interior in
Jazz and Jazz Select presents the vehicle with luxurious feel. The premium hatch also has reclining
seats which offers ample of comfort to the occupants.

The Japanese auto maker never compromises on the safety aspect of the car and the new Honda
Jazz is supplied with enough active and passive protective gadgets for the safety of its occupants.
These safety gadgets comprise of pretension seat belt with load limiter, Driver & Front Passenger
SRS Airbags, ACE body (Advanced Compatibility Engineering), G-Force Control Technology (G-
CON) helps in reducing the collision effect,

ABS (Anti Lock Braking System) with EBD (Electronic Break force Distribution), etc.

Honda Jazz offers impressive overall fuel efficiency of 16.7 kmpl as certified by ARAI. Ex-showroom
New Delhi price of the new Honda Jazz ranges from Rs 5.75 lakh â€“ Rs 6.31 lakh.
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Are you looking to buy Honda Jazz , know a Honda Jazz Price in your city only on Carkhabri.com.
Also read a Honda Jazz User Reviews  written by the owners on  Carkhabri.com.Browse through
the a Honda Jazz Photo  gallery available on Carkhabri.com.
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